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1993-94, provided administrative price increases remain moderate.
Otherwise, an inflation rate of around 12 per cent or more oould
persist.
4.

Beal GDP growth will be around 3 per oent this year

and fall further in 1992-93 when the fiscal deficit ratio is
reduced to 5 per cent.
5.

Growth would start recovering by 1993-94.

Growth perforroance, however, is highly sensitive to

trade performance.

With the same fiscal policy stance, growth in

1993-94 could vary by as much as 3 to 4 percentage points,
depending on whether the trade balance improves or continues to
deteriorate.
6.

In terms of the growth - inflation trade off, the

fiscal deficit targets of 6.5 per oent this year, 5 per oent in
1992-93 and again in 1993-94 appears to be sub-optimal.

A milder

fiscal expression progranrae, e.g., fiscal deficit targets of 7
per cent, 6 per cent and 6 per cent or even 7.5 per cent, 6.5 per
cent and 6.5 per cent, respectively, for 1991-92, 1992-93 and
1993-94 would yield a significantly higher growth profile at very
little cost by way of extra inflation.

The milder programmes

would also allow gr eat er m a n e u v e r a b i l i t y for tax reform.
Therefore, the option of adopting a milder compression programme
should be actively explored.
7.

Assuming the government maintains it's fiscal stance

of a 6.5 per cent fiscal deficit' this year, this will entail
additional expenditure reduction of the order of Rs 4,000 to Rs
8,000 crore compared to the July budget proposals for the current
year.
If the fiscal deficit is reduced further to 5 per cent
during the next two years, the required order of conpression of
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1.

This note uses simulation techniques to project the

inflation, growth and Central Government expenditure implications
of fiscal policies under alternative exchange rate and foreign
trade performance scenarios upto 1993-94 in part 1.

It then goes

on to outline specific administrative measures which would enable
the government to control expenditure In line with it's Intended
fiscal policy stance In parts 2 and 3.
Mwtinm Tftrm
2.

Projections

The fiscal deficit, which the government has adopted

as a key indicator of its fiscal policy stance, is a somewhat
awkward indicator since it is not a directly

'controlled'

instrument variable like tax revenue, expenditure, exchange rate,
debt monetisation, etc.

It is a derived variable, depending on

revenue, expenditure, real GEP and the inflation rate.

Hence, the

same fiscal deficit ratio could represent varying combinations of
these variables.

Nevertheless, by setting the fiscal deficit and

some other policy variables at desired levels, it is possible to
project the inflation rate, real g r o w t h rat e a n d Central
Government expenditure level under alternative trade performance
assumptions with the help of a cocputable macro-economic model.
The main conclusions emerging out of a large number of sinulations
using this technique are sunmarised below.
3.

Holding the fiscal deficit at 6.5 per cent this year

and reducing it further to 5 per cent next year and the year after
could bring the inflation rate down to almost single digit level
by the end of this year and reduce it to around 7 to 8 per cent by

■ muurivit sntttHT
govemnant expenditure, ooopared to trend expenditure growth, will
be even more severe. Some possible measures for realising such
expenditure oonpression are discussed below.
fWrtjilning

8.
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Tntftrast Pavmpnt. is now the largest single item of

Central Government expenditure and also the fastest growing item.
It aocounts for almost a quarter of the total expenditure and is
growing at about 20 per oent per annum.
expenditure is crucial.

Containing this item of

Though interest payment is usually

regarded as a 'oomnitted expenditure*, since it is based on past
borrowings, some coopcnents of it can be iianedlately contained. In
particular, Central Government interest payments to Reserve Bank
of India amount to almost Rs 4,000 crore.

Since the RBI is owned

by the government, the major part of interest obligations to the
RBI oould be offset against a notional share in the profits from
its operations, which the Central Government would legitimately
claim.
9.

For exanple, reducing the interest rate on government

debt to RBI from the existing average rate of 5.42 per oent to 1
per oent could reduce the interest burden by over Rs 3,000 crore
in 1992-93.

In addition, if Rs 2,500 crore which the government

realises this year from the sale of public sector equity, plus
similar realisations in the next couple of years, are utilised to
retire existing public debt, this would further reduce the
interest burden .

Thus, debt retirement of around Rs 5,000 crore

by next year could reduce the interest burden in 1992-93 by
another Rs 500 crore, assuming on interest rate of 10 per cent on
the retired debt.

It may be n o t e d in this context that
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realisations fron the sale of assets should only be utilised to
reduce liabilities. It Mould be luc«udent to use such realisations
for financing current expenditure.
Hon-Statutory Transfers to States is another large

10.

item of transfer payment and it has been growing rapidly In recent
years.

There is already some evidence of restraint on this

account in the July, 1991 budget.
consolidated.

This effort should be further

It should be possible to stabilise non-statutory

transfers to States at around 21 per cent of Central Government
revenue, without any adverse effect on centrally sponsored schemes
of national importance such as education, health, drinking water
and the anti-poverty progranmes. Pruning other centrally sponsored
schemas of dubious social or economic value could lead to savings
of Rs 700 to Rs 800 crore in the Budget for 1992-93.
11.

Visible Subsidies have already been engaging the

attention o f g o v e r n m e n t as a p o s s i b l e ar ea for reducing
expenditure.

Export subsidies have been substantially reduced

with the withdrawal of the CCS.

These should not be further

pruned until tariffs are first rationalised in order to raise the
r e l a t i v e l y a t t r a c t i v e n e s s of e x p o r t s v i s - a- vis im por t
substitution.

Fertiliser subsidies, which primarily accrue to

large farmers, should be phased out ooopletely in the next two to
three years.

This was never intended as a permanent burden on the

government, when it was first introduced along with the retention
price scheme in 1977.

However, a viable scheme for supply of

cheap fertiliser to small and marginal farmers is yet to be worked
out. A small quantity of fertilisers could be distributed against
ration cards, similar to the public distribution system which is
presently operated for foodgrains. This would blunt nuch of the
criticism against raising of fertiliser prioes.

A

Even if large
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farmers w»nj*gip> to acquire such ration cards, it would cover only a
proportion of their requirements.

The rest would have to

be p urc has ed at o p e n m a r k e t prices,

w h i c h c o u l d b e set

marginal

sufficiently high to cover the subsidy on rationed fertilisers
without a net burden on the public exchequer.
12.

However, the savings realised from phasing out the

fertiliser subsidy, or at least a part of It, may have to be used
to not only maintain but even expand the public distribution
system for subsidised foodgralns.

This programme, along with the

social and anti-poverty programmes, are essentially a part of the
safety net which should be strengthened during the period of
austerity under the stabilisation programme.

However, there is

much scope for better targeting of food subsidies.

Self-selecting

mechanisms, which could be operated by releasing only cheaper
varieties of wheat and rice, mainly in poorer neighbourhoods, are
likely to be more effective than regulatory mechanisms, based on
the exclusion principle, w h i c h a r e only likely to ad d to
administrative costs.
13.

Budgetary Support to Public Sector Undertakings have

already been trimned in the July, 1991 budget.
be pursued further.

This process must

There is no reason why, even after protected

monopoly of the commanding heights of the eoononp for forty years,
public enterprises should continue to depend on the crutch of
budgetary support.

Such support should be phased out for all

except a few core sector enterprises in coal, power, railways and
other transportation, over a three year period. This alone would
yield a saving of Rs 1,000 crore in the budget for 1992-93.

If

budgetary support to core sector enterprises is also phased out,
the saving on this account 1992-93 could go up to as much as Rs
2,500.
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Containing Internal DBparteantal Expenditure
14 .

Finally,

t h e r e is t h e i n t e r n a l d e p a r t men tal

expenditure of various Central Government departments. It oust be
squarely recognised that the expansion of government staff lies at
the heart of this issue.

Therefore, no significant economies can

be achieved in departmental expenditure without tackling the
problem of expanding government staff.

Thus in 1991, if the

visible expenditure of about Rs 16,000 crore on defence is
excluded, the total Internal expenditure of all other departments
came to about Rs 26,000 crore.

Of this around Rs 11,000 crore (44

per cent) was sinply the direct expenditure on compensation of
scne 4 B l U i o ^ i f e n o e employees. up frtm 3 million Just 10 years
ago.

There cure, in addition, various associated expenses on

office facilities, utilities, consumption of materials, etc.,
which are known to grow i n ’
close correlation with the direct
expenditure on compensation of staff. It is not surprising,
therefore, that in the past repeated 'eoonooy drives', which have
skirted the heart of the matter, have had little impact.
15.

There has been, and there is, a tendency to treat

expenditure on government enplpyees as a 'oamdtted expenditure'
which cannot be coopressed.

As a result, a disturbing tendency is

now evident of such revenue expenditure crowding out capital and
maintenance expenditure in government.

Over the years, this has

led to a deplorable deterioration in the condition of physical
assets belonging to the government such as buildings, roads,
transport equipment, etc.

Moreover, these tendencies in the

Central Government have led to similar problems at the level of
the State governments and local authorities, where the financial
crisis is perhaps even more severe.
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16.

The tendency to loo k a t the bill of employees

compensation as committed and Inevitable expenditure has to be
abandoned once and for all.

This can be quite easily achieved

provided a reasonable method Is found for pruning such expenditure
without introducing harsh measures such as retrenchment or a
freeze on wages and salaries, etc.
17.

One simple measure which could yield substantial

savings is to put a freeze on creation of all new posts and any
fresh recruitment in government for a period of 3 years.

Since,

there is a normal retirement rate of around 3 to 4 per oent per
annum, this would automatically reduce the size of government
staff by 10 to 15 per cent over a period of 3 years.

In 1992-93

alone, this could lead to a reduction of well over 1 lakh Central
Government eoplcyees, with a corresponding savings of around Rs
500 crore in the budget.
18.

It is important to note that this saving would be

achieved without either any retrenchment or any curbs on the
wages,salaries and allowances of existing employees. A distinction
also has to be kept in mind here between generation of employment
in the economy, to which the government attaches very high
priority and employment in the government itself.

It is widely

recognised that there is over-manning in virtually all departments
of government and almost at all levels.
high cost employer,

Moreover, government is a

with the direct cost of each employee

amounting to around Rs 28,000 per annum.

The resources saved by

stopping all expansion of government staff and ensuring more
efficient use of existing staff, could be deployed to generate
much more employment in other productive sectors of the economy.

7
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19.

The freeze on recruitment oust be aooonpanled by a ben

on the creation of new posts and indeed the abolition of posts
which have become redundant in various departments.
purpose,

all Central Government Departments can be broadly

classified into three groups:
the DGTD,

For this

First, there are departments like

Office of the former CCIE,

Office of the Steel

Controller, etc. which have become virtually redundant as the
government has moved towards a less regulatory environment. Eighty
to ninety per cent of the posts in these departments should be
inmediately declared surplus and the incumbent staff transferred
before 'work' is created. The second category includes departments
like agriculture, rural development, small irrigation, etc., which
are primarily state subjects, with large cceopliments of officers
and staff attending to these subjects in the states. The posts in
these departments could be immediately reduced by at least 20 per
cent overall, with a largely percentage at the Ministry level.
Finally, there are departments like communications, railways,
finance, some aspects of law and order, etc., where the room for
declaration of surplus posts is more limited.

However, no one

would seriously argue that productivity cannot be raised in these
departments by sharing out the same work among fewer posts.

Ths

number of posts in these departments should be cut by 10 per cent
to ensure that the directive for a 10 per cent expenditure cut,
currently under incrementation, is not entirely passed on to cuts
in capital expenditure or of funds essential for useful programmes
and services.
20.

The freeze on recruitment and creation of additional

posts can only be implemented successfully by a transparent and
institutionalised machinery which is suitably high powered and
distanced from the concerned departments.

This machinery should

be r esp ons ibl e for m o n i t o r i n g t h e i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of the

8
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recruitment ban, reallocation of posts from surplus departments to
those with a shortage of posts and so forth.

Leakages in the form

of casual employment, which is later regularised, most be stopped.
The ban on recruitment nust be extended to field posts as well as
the secretariat. The declaration of surplus posts nust also be
extended to the highest official levels of government if it is to
be feasible at all.
21.

With the reduction of posts in various departments,

there is likely to be significant surplus staff despite the normal
retirement rate of 3 per cent per annum and the reallocation of
some personnel from one department to another.

For this purpose,

it is necessary to create a surplus officers pool. Except for a
few outstanding cases, most officers would be expected to transfer
to this pool following the usual review at age 55.
the pool should not be required to attend office.

Officers in
However, they

would continue get their salary and other components of the wage
bill until their normal retirement age, except in those cases
where the concerned officer desires to take early retirement. This
would be a more humane approach as compared to forced retirement
with a 'golden handshake' and also less of a financial burden on
the government.
Defence Expenditure
22.

Defence exp e n d i t u r e has been excluded from the

foregoing discussion on compression of departmental expenditure as
this subject has already been explored in detail by the Committee
on Defence Expenditure.

It would be futile to say more on the

subject, except to emphasise that the recommendations of the
committee may be followed up with a due sense of urgency.

9
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Concluding Baoark
23.
The measures for expenditure compression outlined in
this note have been suggested specifically keeping In mind their
feasability in the immediate future.

Even without allowing for

any 'savings' under defence expenditure, the other measures could
together yield a saving of between Rs 6,000 to Rs 8,000 crore in
the budget for 1992-93, depending on the rate at which budgetary
support to PSOs is phased out.

However, apart from these short

terra gains, the major Importance of the economy measures proposed
here is their pot ent ial for containing Central Government
expenditure growth in a medium to long term perspective.
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This paper starts by projecting the likely level of
Central Government expenditure, money supply growth, inflation and
real GDP growth for the years 1991-92, 1992-93 and 1993-94 under
alternative trade balance and fiscal policy scenarios in Part 1.
It turns out that the level of Central Government expenditure
consistent with the fiscal deficit ratios of 6.5 per cent of GIF
this year and 5 per cent during the next two years implies greater
expenditure compression than has been envisaged so far, i.e., in
the current budget.
Expenditure cctqpression is obviously one of the most
difficult and challenging tasks that any Minister of Finance has
to undertake.

There is virtually no constituency, either inside

or outside the government, which is interested in such expenditure
compression.

However, measures on the revenue side alone, no

matter how imaginative, cannot by themselves now restore fiscal
balance in the Indian ecanony.

Some bold and decisive measures

will have to be introduced in the sphere of expenditure as well.
Accordingly, Parts 2 and 3 of the paper discuss some measures for
containing the growth of Central Government expenditure.

These

measures would be substantial and at the same time immediately
feasable.

Part 2 deals with expenditure items in the nature of

transfer payments, which now account for over 60 per cent of total
expenditure.
Part 3 deals with the internal 'consumption'
expenditure of the various Central Government departments.
1

1.

HSDIOi TEEM MAC80-BDGNGHIC PROJECTIONS UNDER
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS
The government has identified the fiscal deficit to

GDP ratio as the key indicator of its fiscal policy stance.
Presumably, this is because of its preoccupation with the hal »nr*>
of payments crisis which is driving much of current macro-economic
policy.

As the traditional Polak model emphasises, the identity

between the domestic fiscal deficit less private savings investment gap and the external balance inplies that, given the
savings - investment gap, a change in the domestic fiscal deficit
will be passed on to the external deficit.
The identity by itself is not a guide for policy. For
that it has to be linked to the entire structure of behavioural
relations, both inside and outside the econony, which ultimately
determine the three terns of the identity. For the same reason,
the fiscal deficit may not be an adequate indicator of the
government's fiscal po l i c y stance.

It is no t a d i r e c t l y

'controlled' policy variable like, say, revenue, expenditure, debt
monetisation or the administered exchange rate.

It is only a

derived variable and the some fiscal deficit ratio would be
consistent with various combinations of revenue, expenditure the
price level and real GDP.
Nevertheless, by assigning assumed values to certain
exogenous variables and some policy variables, it is possible to
set the fiscal deficit at any specified level and simultaneously
determine the associated level of government expenditure, money
supply growth, inflation rate and real GIF growth rate with the
help of a computable macro model.
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By varying the assigned values

of the exogenous and policy variables, it is further possible to
generate a whale range of scenarios.

The projections reported

here have been derived following this procedure.
Ago.nf-4ww Hamnrtlng Rrnagnma flnrvm.inrre
unri Policy Yarlahlm
The base values of all variables for 1990-91, wherever
required, have been set at their actual values on the basis of
data now available.

The projected values for 1991-92 are then

used as the base values to project 1992-93 and so on.

The

simulations have all been run for normal years. Additional
simulations would be necessary to capture the possible effects of
internal or external shocks.

However, alternative scenarios with

regard to foreign trade performance have been explored. Apart from
the fiscal deficit, the other important policy variables which
have been set by assumption include increases in the administered
prices of foodgrains and public sector industrial products, the
debt m one tis ati on ratio and the exchange rate.

Revenue,

expenditure, foreign exchange assets and money supply growth are
all endogenously determined along with the inflation rate and real
GDP growth rate.
Foreign Trade Deficit and Exchange Rate
The devaluation of the exchange rate and major changes
in the trade and industrial policy regimes, are together expected
to reverse the balance of trade which was deteriorating sharply
until earlier this year.

However, it would be unrealistic to

attempt to quantify exactly how the various elasticities of the
M a r s h all -Le rne r c o n d i t i o n will a d j u s t or calibrate their
respective speeds of adjustment. It is quite possible that once
the import curbs temporarily in place are removed the trade

3

balance will first deteriorate before it improves, the so f-aHarf
J-curve phenomenon.

Projections have therefore been maA> for

three alternative trade balance scenarios for the period 1991-92
to 1993-94.

The most pessimistic case assumes the trade deficit

will continue to deteriorate at the same rate as observed in
1990-91, i.e., 37 per cent per annum and that the exchange rate
will further depreciate at about 5 per cent per annum.

The second

case assumes that the trade balance will remain unchanged at its
1990-91 level and that the exchange rate will remain stable.

The

third scenario assumes that the trade balance will improve at the
rate of 20 per cent per annum.

The exchange rate is again assumed

to remain stable in this case.
Debt Monetisation
Change in Reserve Bank support to government or
incremental debt monetisation has been set at 1.4 per cent, 1 per
cent and 1 per cent of GDP respectively for 1991-92, 1992-93 and
1993-94.

Debt monetisation has been treated as the key monetary

policy variable in this exercise and money supply (M3) has been
endogenised.

This unconventional treatment is a more appropriate

representation of Indian realities in our view.

Money supply

growth here is largely dependent on the monetisation of public
debt, which constitutes the bulk of reserve money.

There is very

little flexibility now left for manipulating instruments like the
cash reserve ratio in order to alter the money multiplier. The
implication is that the pursuit of independent money supply growth
targets, different from the endogenously determined money supply
growth rates of this exercise, will require the continuation of
rather crude credit rationing measures to suppress the operation
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of the money multiplier. The only alternative is a vastly reformed
financial sector where interest rates are allowed to equilibrate
the money market.
Administered Prices
Apart from conditions of aggregate demand and supply,
the government administered procurement prices of foodgrains and
other public sector industrial products such as petroleum, coal,
steel, aluminium, etc., have an important impact on the overall
inflation rate.

Foodgrain prices and other administered prices

have been assumed to increase at 10 per cent and 15 per cent
respectively for one set of scenarios and at 15 per cent and 20
per cent respectively for an alternative set of scenarios.
Fiscal Deficit
The fiscal deficit has been set at 6.5 per cent of GIF
for 1991-92 and 5 per oent in 1992-93 and 1993-94 for the main
simulation.

Two alternative simulations have also been run where

the fiscal deficit is set at 7 per cent, 6 per cent, 6 per cent
and 7.5 per cent, 6.5 per cent, 6.5 per oent for the three years
respectively.
Inflflt.lnn. Growth and Central G o m m m m t .
Expenditure: 1991-92 to 1993-94
Impact of Intended Fiscal Stance
Combining alternative assumptions for the various
policy variables and exogenous variables, altogether eighteen
different scenario have been generated.

The detailed results of

all simulations are reproduced in Appendix Tables A.l to A.3 at
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the end of the paper. Summary results of simulations with the
fiscal deficit set at 6.5 per oent, 5 per cent and 5 per cent
respectively for the three years 1991-92 to 1993-94 are presented
in Table 1.1.

The main results are as follows.

TAEU2 1.1

Pmterrfcflri Rangft of DpmBnriBnt. VaiHaKlra:

Set. 1

Range Projected for
Inflation
Rate

Real GDP
Growth

Money supply
Growth

1991-92

10% to 13%

3% to 4%

16% to 17%

105.000 to
109.000

1992-93

9% to 13%

2% to 3%

13% to 14%

109.000 to
120.000

1993-94

7% to 11%

4% to 8%

12% to 13%

122.000 to
145.000

Notes:

Central Govern
ment Expenditure
(Rs. crore)

Results sunmarised from Appendix Table A.I.
Fiscal Deficit Ratio 1991-92: 6.5%, 1992-93: 5%,
1993-94: 5%.
Debt Monetisation Ratio: 1991-92: 1.4%, 1992-93: 1%,
1993-94: 1%.

Money supply will grow by over 16 per cent this year
if the existing money multiplier is allowed to operate. In order
to control it at around 13 per cent as, intended, additional
sterilisation measures of the type discussed above will be
necessary. Inflation will be around 10 per cent to 13 per cent by
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the end of the current /ear, depending on how much administered
prices are increased during the rest of the year.

It will remain

quite high in 1992-93 also, but fall to around 7 per cent to 11
per cent by 1993-94,
prices are raised.
at less than 10

always depending on how much administered
If procurement price increases are contained

per

cent

per

annum and other administered

price increases at less than 15 per cent per annum and there are
no further oil shocks or monsoon failures, the current inflation
rate could be almost halved by 1993-94.

However, there is a very

high probability that at least one of the next three monsoons
might fail.
Real GDP growth would lie between 3 per cent to 4 per
cent during the current year, depending on how the trade balance
behaves.

Next year, as the fiscal deficit is squeezed further, it

would fall to between 2 per cent to 3 per cent, again depending on
how the trade balance behaves.
1993-94.

Growth would start recovering by

However, in the pessimistic case, with the trade

balancing still declining and the exchange rate depreciating
further at 5 per cent per annum, growth would be only around 4 per
cent.

If the trade balance improves by then, growth could rise to

6 per cent, or even more if these are also large increases in
administered prices.
For the purposes of this note the most important
result relates to Central Government expenditure.

Under all

plausible scenarios, Central expenditure has to be contained at
between Rs 105,000 crore to Rs 109,000 crore if the fiscal deficit
ratio of 6.5 per cent is to be met during the current year. This
inplies a further compression of expenditure of the order of Rs
4,000 crore to Rs 8,000 crore, beyond what has been already
envisaged in the July budget.

Should there be a shortfall against
7

trend in tax revenues, on account of the decline in inports and
collection from customs duties, the required compression of
expenditure could be even larger.
Irqpact of Alternative Fiscal Stance
The results summarised in Table 1.1, with the fiscal
deficit set at 6.5 per cent, 5 per ce nt and 5 p er cent
respectively for 1991-92, 1992-93 and 1993-94 reflect the impact
of the intwnrtPiH fiscal policy stance of the government under the

TABUS 1.2
Protected Banas o f Dmflnftant. V a rla h lfis : Slm ilfit.inn S*t. 9

Range Projected far
Inflation
Rate

Real GDP
Growth

Money supply
Growth

1991-92

10% to 13%

3% to 4%

16% to 17%

108.000 to
112.000

1992-93

9% to 13%

3% to 5%

13% to 14%

117.000 to
128.000

1993-94

8% to 12%

6% to 10%

13% to 14%

134.000 to
159.000

Notes:

Central Govern
ment Expenditure
(Rs. crore)

Results summarised from Appendix Table A.2.
Fiscal Deficit Ratio 1991-92: 7%, 1992-93: 6%,
1993-94: 6%.
Debt Monetisation Ratio: 1991-92: 1.4%, 1992-93: 1%,
1993-94: 1%.
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present stabilisation programme.

However, since the order of

additional expenditure compression beyond the July budget estimate
is so large, it is quite possible that this goal is now beyond
reach.

This is also suggested by the prevailing high annual

inflation rate on a point to point basis.

Accordingly, two

further sets of simulations have been run, setting the fiscal
deficit (F) for the three years at F = 7 per oent, 6 per cent, 6
per oent in set 2 and F = 7.5 per oent, 6.5 per oent, 6.5 per oent
in set 3. The sunroaiy results of these simulations are presented
in Tables 1.2 and 1.3.

TABU? 1.3
ErpJected Rang* o f Itepfinitant, Y a iia h lfis : fiin u L a tim fifit 3

Range Projected for
Inflation
Rate
(Per cent)

Real GDP
Growth
(Per cent)

Money supply
Growth
(Per oent)

1991-92

10% to 13%

4% to 5%

16% to 17%

111.000 to
115.000

1992-93

10% to 14%

4% to 6%

13% to 14%

122.000 to
133.000

1993-94

7% to 12%

6% to 11%

13% to 14%

140.000 to
166.000

Notes:

Central Govern
ment Expenditure
(Rs. crore)

Results sunmarised from Appendix Table A.3.
Fiscal Deficit Ratio 1991-92: 7.5%, 1992-93: 6.5%,
1993-94: 6.5%.
Debt Monetisation Ratio: 1991-92: 1.4%, 1992-93: 1%,
1993-94: 1%.
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The profile of both money supply and inflation In
simulation sets 2 and 3 are similar to the results of set 1. Money
supply still grows at over 16 per cent in the current year without
additional sterilisation measures, falling sharply to around 13
per cent in 1992-93 and 1993-94.

Inflation in the current year is

again seen to lie in the range of 10 per cent to 13 per cent,
depending on how much administered prices are raised.
remains high in 1992-93.

It also

However, by 1993-94 the inflation rate

could fall to around 7 per cent or 8 per cent if procurement price
increases and other administered price Increases are held below 10
per cent and 15 per cent per annum respectively.
The real G D P g r o w t h rates, however, are higher
compared to simulation set 1 in set 2 and still higher in set 3
from next year.

In set 2 it falls in the range of 3 per cent to 5

per cent in 1992-93 and 6 per cent to 10 per cent in 1993-94,
depending, as before, on trade performance.

In simulation set 3

GIF growth projections for 1992-93 range from 4 per cent to 6 per
cent and rise to as much as 6 per cent to 11 per cent in 1993-94,
again depending on trade performance.
The level of Central Government expenditure consistent
with fiscal deficit ratios of 7 per cent and 7.5 per cent for the
current year range between Rs 108,000 crore to Rs 112,000 crore
and Rs 111,000 crore to Rs 115,000 crore respectively. As will be
evident from analysing the detailed tables in Appendix A.l to A.3,
these figures essentially iiqply that, for the current year, if the
fiscal deficit is held at 7 per cent instead of 6.5 per cent and
administered prices of foodgrains and other products are raised by
15 per cent and 20 per cent respectively, the extra compression
required would be only around Rs 2,000 crore.
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It would be less if

the trade balance also improved. If the current year fiscal
deficit is held at 7.5 per oent, then no extra ooopression beyond
the July budget would be required if either the trade balance
inproves or administered prices are raised by 15 per oent and 20
per oent for foodgrains and other oonmodities respectively.

Main O r a l unions

The main conclusions emerging from these simulation
exercises may be summarised as follows:
i)

Holding the fiscal deficit this year at between 6.5
per cent and 7.5 per cent and reducing it still
further during the next two years could bring the
inflation rate down to a single digit level this year,
reduce it next year and reduce it still further to
around 7 per cent to 8 per cent by 1993-94, provided
a d m i n i s t e r e d p rice inc reases r e m a i n moderate.
Otherwise an inflation rate of 11 per cent to 12 per
cent or more would persist.

ii)

The growth this year will fall to between 3 per cent
and 4 per cent if the fiscal deficit is held at 6.5
per oent and fall further during 1992-93 as the fiscal
deficit is squeezed to 5 per cent.
start recovering by 1993-94.
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It is likely to

ill) However, the extent to which growth declines this year
and next year and how much It recovers in 1993-94 is
quite sensitive to trade performance.
Growth could
vary by as much as 3 per cent to 4 per cent in
1993-94, depending on whether the trade balance
improves or continues to deteriorate.
iv)

Comparing the intended fiscal stance, i.e., a fiscal
deficit of 6.5 per cent, 5 per cent, 5 per cent for
this year and the next two years with alternative
programmes, i.e., 7 per cent, 6 per cent, 6 per cent
or 7.5 per cent, 6.5 per cent, 6.5 per cent; the
intended programme appears to be sub-optimal in terms
of the growth-inflation trade off.

With the milder

compression programmes the government could buy a much
higher growth profile at very little cost by way of
additional inflation.

The option of aiming at a

fiscal deficit of 7.5 per cent or 7 per oent this year
with 1 percentage point reduction next year should be
actively explored, especially since it may be quite
difficult to achieve the 6.5 per cent goal.

v)

Assuming that the government maintains its highly
contractionary fiscal stance, the 6.5 per cent fiscal
deficit will entail expenditure reduction of the order
of Rs 4,000 crore to Rs 8,000 crore compared to the
July budget proposals for the current year.

If the

fiscal deficit is further reduced to 5 per cent next,
year and the year after, the order of compression of
government expenditure, conpared to trend growth, will
be even rcore severe.
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2.

MEASURES FOB OOHTAINING

ITOHE GN TRANSFER PAYMENTS

The macro-economic projections of aggregate growth
rate, inflation rate and Central Government expenditure consistent
with alternative foreign trade scenarios and the fiscal target,
presented above, suggest a required order of compression of
Central Government expenditure which is much larger than that
envisaged in the current budget. Clearly, such compression will
require some bold measures and visible departures from the past.
It is neither possible nor necessary to spell out the detailed
quantitative picture of these m e a s u r e s ov er a three year
stabilisation period in this paper.

That exercise will in any

case be undertaken by the Ministry of Finance for each financial
year.

Here only some broad areas for action are delineated,

keeping in view their practical implications.
For the present purpose, it is useful to classify the
expenditure side of the budget into two parts.
of transfer payments under various heads.
each department's own expenditure.

One part consists

The other consists of

The bulk of this consists of

what is described as 'final consumption expenditure of government'
in the terminology of national accounts statistics.

These include

primarily the expenditure on compensation of employees and
associated expenditure on consumption of goods and services.

The

issues involved in curbing expenditure growth here are in a sense
much more challenging, with wider long term ramifications.

These

issues are taken up for discussion in the third part of the paper.
Here, in Part 2, we discuss compression options under various
heads of transfer payments.
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Interest. Pavmflnt^
The largest transfer payment, Indeed now the largest
single Item of Central Government expenditure, is the payment of
interest.

It now accounts for almost one quarter of total

expenditure (Table 2.1).

Interest payment is also the fastest

growing item of expenditure, increasing at about 20 per cent per
annum.

Clearly, s ucc es s f u l c o n t a i n m e n t of the g a l l o p i n g

expenditure under this head would have a significant inpact on
total expenditure.

Unfortunately, since today's interest burden

is determined by past borrowing, i.e., the stock of debt, it is
usually treated as an item of onagri tied expenditure which cannot
be inmediately contained.

Even if the rate of growth of borrowing

is somehow reduced, it can only help to curb the future growth of
interest payments, not existing oonmitments.
However, there are two components of the debt stock
and its interest burden for which the 'committed expenditure'
assumption is not necessarily valid. The first component is the
external debt denominated in foreign exchange, which accounts for
about one-tenth of public debt.

The interest burden on this debt

is a product of the foreign currency debt stock, the interest rate
and the exchange rate. Since the exchange rate is administered in
India's managed float regime it can, in theory, be adjusted
(appreciated) to reduce the interest burden of foreign debt in
rupee terms, not only for the public component of external debt
but also for a similar magnitude of private external debt.

Of

course, there are other considerations, mainly relating to the
external account, trade performance, e t c ., which drive the
exchange rate policy.

Hence, its impact on the interest burden of

public debt must be treated as a residual outcome.
14

TiBi 2.1
faalynU af frpwrfitnK - c«tnl finrnrmt talent' 111 It til ITU IT
hpenditure
droops

1989-90
(BE)

PUT i:T U S H PUBIS
1. Interest pajaents
Of A1A
1.1 lesem Bank of India

1990-91
(BS)

Variation in Per Ceot 1991-92
1990-91 over variation (BX)
1989-90
(Is crore) (Is crore) (Is crore)
(Is crore)
1TT10
(18.92)

21850
(20.48)

4140

23.38

2962
(3.IS
148
(1.59
1942t
(20.16

342
(3.21
1809
(1.70^
24561
(23.02

459

15.50

325

21.90

5140

26.46

T553
(8.07)
2.2 Other transfers to States/OTs 11874
(12.69)
3. Total Visible Subsidies
10671
(11.41)
24T6
5.1lood
__Pfeerritlilisers
4601
3.2
3.3 Izsort proaotion
1511
3.4 Otaer subsidies
4. Bodfetirr support to PSOs
9688
(10.35)
flf
4.1 Plan inrestmt in core sector 3114

11155
(10.45)
13412
(12.57
1062!
(9.95

3602

47.69

1538

12.95

-56

-0.52

-26

611
-440
-1003

-1.05
-4.37
29.25
-29.12
-10.35

1870
8221

1.2 External debt
2. Total Transfers to States/UTs
QfiMji
2.1 Statutory transfers to States

2450
4400
2700
1071
8685
(8.14)
4984

1 L M 1
PUT I: 01 KPUmiUL nFBITV
5. Defence expenditure
6. General services
T. Social services
8. Icoooaic services
9. lea propane
TOTAL PABT B
BMP TOTAL (PUT A * PAH B1

1450
(15.49
592:
(6.33
4833
(5.16
10839
(11.58

15750
' ¥
"dB

(4.98
1317'
(12.35
4fl994

(11

(301
10671
(HO)

*5600

*25.63

573

16.75

871

48.15

♦675

*2.75

-819

-7.34

U

♦1494

*11.14

i0 ®

-1726

-16.25

2600
4000
1224
1071
7487
(6.60)

*150
-400
-1476

*6.12

-9.09
-54.67

-1198

-13.79

60.05
14.30

4449

-535
3251

-10.73
*5.10

1250

8.62

16350

*600

*3.81

828

13.98

*483

*7.16

485

10.04

*1201

*22.58

2338

21.57

,ui S
(6.33
6511
(5.T5)
1399
(12.39
2S

-201

4901
13122

kte: 1. lifnres in parentheses are percentages to colun total.
2. for a nore detailed break don seeAppendix Table A.5.
3. Budgetary support to PSOs includes plan and noo-plan capital
outlays as sell as non-plan loans.
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Variation in Per cat
1991-92 over variation
1990-91
(Is crore)

(24.
3994
(3.52)
2680
(2.36)
25242
(22.25)
10336

(7.84)

( 0.22

*820

6.22

*

*250
*3354

*8.98

*6705

*6.28

The seoond and more interesting oonponent is that part
of public debt, now over a quarter of the debt stock, which is
owned by the Reserve Bank of India.

As shown in Table 2.1, the

interest payable by

the Central Government to the

India now accounts

for almost Rs 4,000 crore.

Reserve Bank of

This amounts to

approximately 15 per oent of the total interest burden of around
Rs 27,500 crore.

Since the Reserve Bank

President of India,

the government has a

of India

is owned by the

c laim o n

profits arising

from the operations of RBI, including its interest income. If this
is accepted, then it is arguable that the whole or a major part of
the interest liabilities of the Central Government should be
notionally set off against profits which the government may claim
from the operation of the RBI.

This would iirrnediately bring about

a reduction of around 3 per cent in the total expenditure of the
government1.
However, any such measure should only be undertaken,
keeping in view the various pressures, both from both inside and
outside the government, for raising expenditure and the high
inflationary potential of financing such expenditure through
monetised debt.

It is, therefore, desirable that any reduction of

the interest liabilities to the RBI should be accompanied by a
statutory limit on the level of government borrowing from the
Reserve Bank of India.

1.

We are indebted to Raja J. Chelliah for this interesting
suggestion. An illustrative computation is presented in
Appendix Table A.4 to show that a reduction of the interest
rate on government debt to RBI from the average rate of 5.42
per cent to 1 per cent could reduce interest payments by
over Rs 3,000 crore this year and an even larger sum next
year.
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Another measure which oould be Immediately effective
in moderating the interest burden, even in the short run, is the
use of realisations from sale of public sector equity not to
finanoe fresh expenditure but to liquidate a part of the existing
debt stock.

The current budget has already incorporated a

proposal to sell about Rs 2,500 crore worth of public sector
equity.

More recently the Finance Minister has Indicated the

intention of government to sell off chronically loss making public
enterprises. Even where such enterprises are viable, selling a
portion of their equity would lend plurality of ownership and,
therefore, greater public accountability of these enterprises,
without a l t e r i n g the b a s i c s t a t e - o w n e d character of such
enterprises.
These measures would generate substantial resources
through r e d u c t i o n o f a ssets in the b a l a n c e s h e e t of the
government.

Hence, it is only appropriate that they be utilised

for a corresponding reduction of liabilities through liquidation
of debt.

This would at the same time reduce the outgo on interest

payments in the income: expenditure account (budget) of the
government.

A reduction in debt of, say, Rs 5,000 crore brought

about this way would mean a saving in interest of another Rs 500
crore, assigning an average interest rate of 10 per oent on the
debt so retired?.

2.

The m w m t m b interest rate on public debt at present is about
8.25 per cent.
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Transfers to States
The second largest transfer payment Is the transfer to
States and.Union Territories out of the Centres own resources,
I.e., excluding the disbursement of States share of Central taxes.
This Is now estimated at over Rs 25,000 crore or about 22 per oent
of total Central Government expenditure in 1991-92 (Table 2.1).
Out of this, a little of Rs 10,000 crore are statutory transfers
such as transfers under Article 275(1), States share of small
savings, etc.

However, the balance amount of around Rs 15,000

crore consists of non-statutory transfers where there is greater
room for maneuverability.

The budget for 1991-92 has already

attempted to contain the growth of expenditure under this head.
The total transfer to the States in 1990-91 showed on increase of
around Rs 5,000 crore over the previous year.

As against this,

the Budget Estimate for 1991-92 allows for a increase of less than
Rs 700 crore in nominal term (Table 2.1).
decline in real terms.

However,

This actually implies a

this is only a beginning and

there is room for further compression in this area.
It is noted in this context that the bulk of these
transfers consist of plan assistance to the States.

Since the

opportunity for further resource mobilisation by the States is
relatively limited, it is quite likely that a cutback in nonstatutory transfers to the States would be translated into cuts in
plan expenditure at the State level.

To the extent that such cuts

at the State level would adversely effect the creation of
productive infrastructure such as irrigation, roads, transpor
tation, etc., or social overheads like health and education, items
with large externalities which cannot be left entirely to the
market mechanism, such a reduction would be undesirable.
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Oh the other hand, nobody would seriously argue today
that expenditure on these activities Is undertaken with maximum
efficiency.

Furthermore, apart from such Infrastructure, social

overheads and poverty alleviation programmes there are a host of
other heads of plan expenditure of dubious economic value.

As

such, it would be desirable to tighten the budgetary constraint in
the States through reduced Central non-statutory transfers.

It is

important to s i m u l t a n e o u s l y institutionalise measures and
incentives at the State level to ensure that the cuts are applied
to wasteful rather than useful expenditures.

For this purpose,

some of the proposals made in the next part of the paper, in the
context of the Central Government, may also be quite relevant at
the level of the States. As for the order of compression, it is
suggested that the ratio of total non-statutory transfers to
Central Government revenue, which had reached about 23.4 per oent
in 1990-91, be held at 22 per oent this year and stabilised at 21
per cent from 1992-93 onwards.

As compared to observed trend

growth of non-statutory transfers to States, this could lead to a
saving of Rs 700 to Rs 800 crore.
This still leaves open the question of where exactly
these non-statutory transfers from the Centre to the States can be
compressed.

It has already been noted that the bulk of these

transfers consist of plan assistance.

However, out of this,

again, a very large portion is transferred under the so called
Centrally Sponsored Schemes.

The Ninth Finance Commission pointed

out in its first report that these schemes had proliferated over
the years to as many as 262 schemes by 1985 and accounted for
around 80 per cent of total Central assistance provided for the
State Plans in the Seventh Five Year Plan.
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This has happened despite the objection of the States
to the proliferation of these schemes and an explicit decision of
the National Development Council in 1979 to contain these schemes
at around one: sixth of total Central assistance to State Plans.
Subsequently the Narasimha Rao Committee reooranended, keeping in
view various practical and administrative considerations, that
assistance under such schemes may be confined to about 40 per cent
of total assistance by the Centre during the Seventh Plan period.
These were intended to cover programmes of national importance
such as anti-poverty programmes, education, health, availability
of drinking water, etc.

The Planning Conmission has now announced

that most of these Centrally sponsored schemes will be transferred
to the States.
The emphasis of the States in this matter is on a
reallocation from specific purpose transfers under such schemes,
which in most cases also require a resource ooranitment from the
State, to more general purpose transfers. However, what matters
from the Centres' p o i n t of view is the i n e f f i c i e n c y and
wastefulness of transfers under these schemes. Accordingly, the
schemes themselves should be drastically pruned, except in the
case of certain schemes of high national priority such as the
poverty alleviation programmes and social infrastructure items
mentioned above.

A part of the resources thus saved could then be

reallocated as general purpose transfers to the States, as
demanded by them.

The balance would represent further compression

of expenditure for the Centre under this head.

Such a policy,

incidentally, would entail additional economies at the Central
secretariat itself on the staff engaged in elaborate and detailed
designing and monitoring of such schemes.

These tasks could be

easily undertaken by the existing staff of the State governments.
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aihslrilftci
Visible subsidies are the third largest item of
transfer payments.
10,000 crore.

By 1990-91 these were adding up to over Rs

As is well known, the bulk of this amount has gone

to subsidise fertilisers,

food and export promotion.

The

government has already made a significant attempt to contain the
growth of these subsidies in the current budget. By withdrawing
the Cash Compensation Scheme for exports as part of its trade
policy reform, the provision for export subsidy has been reduced
by over Rs 1,400 crore.

The retail prices of fertilisers have

also been raised after many years to contain the volume of
fertilisers subsidies, while the provision for food subsidy has
been raised only marginally.
Export Subsidy
In so far as the export subsidy is concerned this
should be eliminated over time as the bias against exports,
vis-a-vis import substitution, is eliminated over the medium term
as part of trade policy reform.

Note in this context that the net

positive effect of devaluation, CCS withdrawal and the Exira scrip
scheme on p r o f i t a b i l i t y of e xpor ts has been matched by a
corresponding increase in incentives for import substitution,
since inports have become much costlier.

Therefore, tariffs will

have to be first rationalised and adjusted downwards, in order to
increase the relative attractiveness of exports vis-a-vis import
substitution, before export subsidies can be further pruned.
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Fertilizer Subsidy
Despite the recent increase in fertiliser prices, this
item remains the single largest item of subsidy.

Moreover, since

feedstock prices and, therefore, retentions prices are expected to
rise further in the current year there is every likelihood that
the fertiliser subsidy bill will go beyond Rs 4,000 crore provided
in the budget estimate (Table 2.1).

This is indeed unfortunate.

When a small subsidy was first introduced along with the retention
prices scheme in 1977, it was never envisaged that this would
become a permanent burden on the government.

Nor can it be

legitimately argued that the entire subsidy is on account of high
feed stock prices and the high cost of production.

Using

international prices as the reference, it is clear that the
benefit of the subsidy is more or less evenly distributed between
fanners and the industry.

Moreover, among farmers, the bulk of it

accrues to large farmers who need not be subsidised at all on
equity considerations.
In so far as the impact on foodgrain production is
concerned, it must be emphasised that what matters for the farmer
is the profitability of fertiliser use and therefore the relative
price of fertilisers vis-a-vis foodgrains, etc.
by all available studies.

This is confirmed

Since the increase in fertiliser input

cost is being more than matched by increases in food prices the
adverse effect of h i g h e r f erti l i s e r prices on foodgrains
production would be negligible.

Moreover, if the money saved

could be reallocated for irrigation the net impact would be
strongly positive in the medium term.
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It is suggested therefore that this subsidy be phased
out over the medium term in two or three stages. In the short run
it is suggested that the amount of subsidy per tonne of fertiliser
be fixed at the present level.

Any further increase in oosts

should be partly absorbed by the fertiliser producer and the
balance passed on as higher retail prices to the farmers.
There should be no additional burden on the Central
budget, except for the small quantum which may be required for
small farm operators.

The present dual pricing scheme is

administratively cumbersome.

It would be better to have a

rationing scheme under which a small quantity of fertiliser,
adequate for, say, 2 hectares of land, may be distributed at
subsidised rates against ration cards similar to the food ration
cards.

Even if large farmers are able to acquire such cards, this

would cover only a marginal portion of their requirement.

Hie

balance amount would be bought at open market retail-prices, which
should be high enough to cross subsidise the rationed quantum
without a net burden on the exchequer.

The protection given to

small farmers in this way would also blunt much of the canpaign
against withdrawal of the fertiliser subsidy.
Food Subsidy
Finally, in so far as the food subsidy is concerned,
it would be undesirable to attempt any pruning here while an
austerity programme is under way.

The fiscal compression is

likely to lead to a reduction in GDP growth, and therefore
employment, under any plausible scenario as has been shown in Part
1.

As such, until the adjustment is completed and growth revives,

it is essential that safety net measures like the anti-poverty
programmes and the food subsidy be retained, even expanded.
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However, this can be achieved without a net additional burden on
the exchequer by much tighter targeting.

Administratively, the

strategy which is likely to work here is a self-selection
mechanism.

By releasing mostly cheaper grain varieties and in

poor localities, better off consumers who do not require subsidy
would be largely filtered out of the PDS system, even without
formally excluding them from the system.

Regulatory ideas such as

applying an income ceiling, etc., are only likely to add to
administrative costs without being particularly effective.
RnrigPt^rv Snnport to Public Sector Undertakings
The last major item of transfer payment is budgetary
support to Public Sector Undertakings, including non-plan loans to
cover their losses. The government has already started pruning
such support.

From nearly Rs 10,000 crore in 1989-90 it has now

been reduced to less than Rs 7,500 crore in the budget estimate
for 1991-92.

But here again, as in the case of most subsidies,

the medium term objective should be more or less complete
elimination of such budgetary support over a three year period. In
other words larger cuts will have to be applied this year and
during the next two years.
current year is

Budgetary support to PSUs in the

estimated at about Rs 7,500 crore, of which Rs

4,500 crore is for the core s e c t o r like coal, p o w e r and
transportation, including railways.

This implies that if only

budgetary support to non-core PSUs are phased out in three years,
this alone would give a saving of Rs 1,000 crore in 1992-93.

If

budgetary support to core sector PSUs are also phased out, the
saving on this account in the 1992-93 budget could be as much as
Rs 2,500 crore next year.
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There is a strong rationale for such cuts apart from
resource considerations. That public enterprises have performed a
fundamental and critical role in establishing the industrial base
of India is b e y o n d dispute.

B e c a u s e of the very large

externalities attached to such pioneering industrial activity, the
large volume of resources involved, the non-existence of future
markets, etc., this catalytic role could not have been performed
by private capital.

This was recognised by business leaders

themselves In the famous Bombay Plan prepared by then on the eve
of independence.

However, now that a large and diversified

industrial base has already been established, the policy towards
public enterprises has to be determined by hard commercial and
financial considerations.

There is no reason why, after forty

years of protected monopoly over the 'corananding heights' of the
economy, these enterprises should remain dependent on the crutch
of budgetary support.
This is especially important in view of the very low
rate of return the Central Government has got on it's massive
investment of over Rs 63,000 crore in public enterprises over ths
years.

A rate of return that is lower than the cost at which

government itself has had to borrow funds and virtually negligible
if the petroleum companies are excluded.

Under the circumstances

the government has already decided to sell Rs 2,500 crore worth of
existing equity in public enterprises this year and it is likely
to sell more public sector equity over the next couple of years.
It has been su gg e s t e d above that the proceeds from such
liquidation of assets should be used to retire a part of existing
public debt, th e r e b y r e d u c i n g the interest burden on the
expenditure side of the revenue budget.
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However, this still leaves the question of how these
enterprises are to finance their capital expenditure if the
budgetary support hitherto extended to them is gradually withdrawn
over the next three years.

If the expansion plans of enterprises

are indeed viable and their new projects bankable, then there is
no reason why these enterprises should not be able to raise f t m b
through the issue of fresh equity or bonds in the market, like any
other private firm.
Of course this would imply that public enterprises
would now have to compete in the market just like private
enterprises and they would be judged on their performance.
Is indeed as it should be.

This

Once public enterprises are forced to

compete on a level field with private enterprises, the whole
question of public versus private enterprise, as traditionally
posed, would become irrelevant since the key issue here is
competition not ownership of capital.

The experience of such

enterprises in Europe, particularly France, shows that publicly
owned corporations are able to compete quite successfully with
even giant p riv a t e multinationals, provided they have the
necessary autonomy on key decisions with regard to investment,
product composition, pricing, employment, etc.

At the same time,

with the government still controlling these companies as the major
shareholder, it would have enough c o u n t e r v a i l i n g p o w e r to
descipline the relevant markets, whenever that is necessary in the
public interest.
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3.

MKASnHKR FOB CONTAINING EEPAKIMENTAL OCNSDHPTIGN BXPBDITQBK

Ttenartinftnt^l Expenditure and Bnolovment

Coming now to the internal expenditure of various
Central Government departments, it must be recognised that the
expansion of government staff lies at the heart of this issue. The
internal expenditure of various Central Government departments
(net of all transfer payments discussed above), added up to around
Rs 41,000 crore or almost 40 per cent of total Central Government
expenditure in 1990-91 (Table 2.I)3 .

Excluding the visible

expenditure of about Rs 16,000 crore on defence, the internal
expenditure of all other departments came to about Rs 26,000
crore.

Out of this, close to Rs 11,000 crore (about 44 per cent)

was the direct expenditure on compensation of some 4 million
non-defence employees, up from about 3 million in just ten years
ago (Table 3.1).
Furthermore, it is well known that even this large
direct expenditure on wages and salaries is a gross understatement
of the true cost of the work force employed in government since
there are large associated costs on consumption of goods and
services by these government employees. Clearly no attempt to
control the growth of Central Government departmental expenditure
can go very far if it does not address this critical issue of the
growth of Central Government employees.

It is not surprising

therefore that the repeated "economy drives" which skirt this
problem and deal with issues like expenditure on staff cars,
maintenance expenditure, telephone bills, etc., have remained
3.

This includes net transfers to various funds.
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token gestures with
expenditure.

little

impact on the growth of

government

*It Is also important to reroarober in this context

that apart from the immediate financial implications,

each

additional job in government implies a direct and indirect
financial coranitment for almost forty years.

TABLE 3.1
jftw ilnw rent. I n . «nH jfcuap TH U rvf f l H n t j a l G ovem niR nt.

fftmmrvV

Employment
(In lakh)
1970-71
1975-76
1980-81
1985-86
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91 (RE)
1991-92 (BE)

22.25
(29.63)
25.54
28.87
32.01
36.87
37.85
38.59
38.70
39.67

Wage Bill
(Rs crore)
Not available
(1,186.00)
1,578.08
2,226.81
4,437.70
6,006.78
7,831.07
8,642.90
9,686.94
10,639.40

Sources: a. Brochure on Pay and A l l o w a n c e of Central
G o v e r n m e n t E m p l o y e e s , D e p a r t m e n t of
Expenditure.
b. Central Budget - Expenditure Vol.
and 1991-92.
Notes:

I, 1990-91

1. The data do not include Defence civilians but
includes Railways.
2. The figures shown in parentheses for 1970-71
are those shown in the Fourth Central Pay
Commission Report and i nclude D e f e n c e
civilians.
3. Wage b ill includes: (i) Basic pay; (ii)
Dearness allowance; (iii) Additional dearness
allowance; (iv) House rent allowance; (v) City
c o m p e n s a t o r y allowance; (vi) Over time
allowance: (vii) Hill compensatory allowance:
Iviii) Children's education allowance; (ix)
R e i m b u r s e m e n t o f t u i t i o n fees; (x)
Reimbursement of medical charges; (xi) Leave
t r a v e l c o n c e s s i o n ; a n a (xii) Other
compensatory allowances. It does not, include:
(I) Travelling allowances; (ii) Productivity
linked bonus; (iii) Honorarium; and (iv)
Encashment of earned leave.
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There has been - and there is - a tendency to treat
this expenditure on government emp loy ees as a ' c o m m i t t e d
e x p e n ditu re '. In other wo rds , the expenditure on employees
condensation and associated costs such as on housing, offices,
etc., are seen as items which cannot be pruned.

Inevitably, any

cuts or compression in the internal expenditure of various
departments has been absorbed entirely by other items, especially
capital and maintenance expenditure.

The net result has been a

progressive crowding out of capital expenditure by revenue
expenditure, e s p e c i a l l y e m p l o y m e n t r elated costs,

and a

deterioration in the condition of physical assets such as
buildings, roads, transport equipment, etc.
The long term implications of this peculiar approach
to expenditure containment should be obvious to all concerned.
Under such a dispensation, across the board, P r o c r u s t e a n
expenditure cuts like the 10 per cent cut targeted for the current
year can lead to disastrous consequences. Departments and agencies
will have little money left to finance the performance of useful
services or programmes and projects after meeting the salary bill
and related costs.

Furtherrrore, Central Government compensation

patterns determine compensation patterns of the State governments
and Local Authorities which are even more severely starved for
resources. The result is that already today many local authorities
exhaust all their resources in salary bills and cannot perform any
useful service or programme.

Some State governments are also

having to close their treasuries from time to time and to postpone
payment to Central Government agencies for coal, power, etc., and
to contractors for works and even to pensioners, since they are
finding it impossible to pay their bills.
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Clearly,the financial crisis Is a very deep one at the
Centre and probably worse in the States and local authorities.
Yet, as pointed out above, no remedy is feasible unless government
is willing to curb the massive growth of posts and jobs in
government.
The tendency to look at the bill of employees
compensation as 'committed and Inevitable expenditure' must be
abandoned once and for all.

The fact is of course that this item

is 'coranitted' or 'Inevitable' only because incumbent government
officers choose to view it as such. Once a reasonable way is found
of pruning such expenditure without unduly harsh measures, this
expenditure would become 'uncommitted'.
In dealing with this problem it is necessary to keep
in view two important points.

First, there is a distinction

between the objective of generating more productive employment
opportunities in the economy, to which the government attaches
high priority, and that of creating more jobs in the government,
as if the government itself is an employment programme.

As shown

in Table 3.1, just the direct cost of employing about 3.9 million
persons in the Central Government in 1990-91 came to about Rs
11,000 crore, implying a direct cost of around Rs 28,000 per annum
per job in government.

After adding associated costs the figure

would be still higher.

Clearly, the government is a high cost

employer as compared to agriculture, industry and services (other
than the corporate sector), where the bulk of the Indian workforce
is employed.

By curtailing jobs in government, the resources

saved could be deployed to generate many more jobs outside the
government.
On the other hand, it is obvious that the average
government servant in India does not by any means lead a life of
luxury, even though he or she is much better off and secure as
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compared to the luge mass of employees outside, especially in the
unorganised sector.

This paradox of a galloping wage bill despite

the modest standard of living of government enployees arises on
aooount of the sharp growth in numbers. As a consequence, the
available resources are having to be spread among too many
employees.
Freeze on Craatlcn of Maw Posts and an Rftr>rn<t«flint.

Given this background,

government should try to

preserve the present real income level of government employees
while at the same time reducing the total number of government
employees.

How can this be done without harsh measures such as

retrenchment?

The first step in this direction is to simply ban

creation of posts and any fresh recruitment in the government,
including the various services and cadres, for a period of three
years.

Since there is a normal retirement rate of around 3 per

cent to 4 per cent per. annum, this measure alone will have reduced
the number of government employees by around 10 per cent to 15 per
cent within a period of three years,

with a corresponding

reduction in the bill of wages, salaries and associated costs in
real terms.

In 1992-93 alone this could lead to a reduction of

about 1.2 lakh Central Government employees and reduction of
direct and indirect costs of their employment amounting to a
saving of around Rs 500 crore.
Moreover, this would have been achieved without either
any retrenchment or any curbs an wages, salaries and allowances.
Any number of arguments will be advanced for exemptions.
past, one exemption led to another.

In the

Also, when recruitment was

frozen temporarily, posts continued to be created at all levels.
It is absolutely essential to freeze both creation of posts
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(unless they can be filled by identified surplus personnel,

as

explained below) and recruitment at all levels for a period of
tine.
To implement such a ban on creation of posts and on
fresh recruitment successfully,

it is necessary to have a

transparent and institutionalised machinery which is suitably high
powered and distanced from the concerned departments.

This

machinery should monitor the implementation of the recruitment ban
and at the same time implement a reallocation of posts from
'surplus' departments to those which genuinely need expansion.
This is discussed further below.
A second proviso for implementing the recruitment
freeze is to plug the leakage from such bans in the form of casual
employment which is later 'regularised'. Such leakages have been
seriously u n d e r m i n i n g att emp ts to restrict the number of
employees, particularly in departments like communications, public
works, etc.

Since regular employees cannot be easily induced to

produce results, casual labour is hired to get things done as they
are not covered by the ban.
be regularised under law.

But after a given period they have to
Cnee that happens, they can no longer

be induced to produce results though they have been permanently
added to the payroll.

Hence a fresh batch of casual labour has to

be employed and the whole process is repeated all over again.

In

order to get around this problem, the departments should be
informed that whenever such 'regularisation' occurs,

funds will

not be available for hiring additional casual labour.

They should

also be advised to sub-contract various services such as cleaning,
security, etc. Only a service will be bought from a firm in these
activities and there would be no fresh employment.
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Surplus Posts
The freeze on fresh recruitment is only the first and
easiest step.

While the economies arising from it would be

substantial they would not go far enough.

The second step would

be the identification of surplus posts. It is well known that many
departments in government are highly overmanned.

Jobs have been

expanded over the years to accomodate the unabated expansion of
personnel but with little reference to the required volume of
useful work.

To take only the example of civil servants at the

apex, there were in all 319 officers at the level of secretaries,
additional secretaries and joint secretaries as recently as in
1984 (Table 3.2).
as 889.

Today, their numbers have increased to as many

The problem is of course mol tipi ied along the line.

For

the Central Government as a whole, we have seen already that the
total number has risen from about 3 million to 4 million in ten
years.
When jobs expand faster than the volume of work
obviously productivity per employee falls.

Moreover, when

incumbents in a job have little or no real work they create 'work'
in various ways,

of ten delaying d e c i s i o n s and creating

inefficiencies in the process.
Against this background Central departments can be
classified into three groups.

In the first category, there are a

number of regulatory economic departments which have become
virtually redundant as the system moves from a highly regulatory
environment to one which is more dependent on market forces. These
would include departments like the DGTD, Office of the former
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OCIE, Office of the Steel Controller, etc.

Eighty to ninety per

cent of the posts in these departments should be immediately
declared surplus, before 'work' is created, and the incumbent
officers transferred.

A small residual staff may be retained for

liaising with the relevant producing organisations in private or
public sector.

TABLE 3 .2

Senior

(C lY i-U

Boats at tte Centre

19721
Secretary

45

Additional Secretary

32

19841

19912

61

131

Joint Secretary

169

66 )
)
192 )

TOTAL

246

319

758
889

Sources: 1. Fourth Central Pay Conmission Report - Part I, p. 114.
2. President's Secretariat - Official Directory, January,
1991.

The second c a t e g o r y includes d e p a r t m e n t s like
agriculture, rural development, urban development, irrigation,
small industries, etc., which are primarily state subjects, with
large complements of competent officers attending to these
subjects in the States.

There is therefore little justification
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for having large bureaucracies dealing with these subjects at the
Centre.

The posts in these departments could be immediately

reduced by atleast 20 per cent overall, with a larger percentage
at the ministry-level.
Finally, in departments where the Central Government
has a major responsibility such as communications, railways,
finance,

some aspects of law and order,

etc.

(we are not

considering defence for the moment) the room for declaration of
surplus posts is limited.

At the same time no one would seriously

argue that productivity cannot be raised by sharing out the same
work among fewer posts.

In these departments the number of posts

may be cut by 10 per cent to ensure that the proposed expenditure
cut already under way is not entirely absorbed by cuts in capital
expenditure or essential funds for useful programmes and services.
The declaration of surplus pos ts for the three
categories of departments cited above should apply to field posts
as well as posts in the secretariat.

In the p a s t when

restrictions were attempted on the creation of posts at the
secretariat only, the measure had proved to be ineffective.

Also,

as an incentive, at least a part of the expenditure saved by
surrendering surplus posts should be left with the department
concerned to deploy as it thinks fit on progranmes.
The identification of surplus posts must be extended
to the highest levels of the bureaucracy, including secretaries,
special secretaries and additional

;

This 4m HfWeial

even though the number of surplus posts at this level may be few
in terms of numbers.

It would be difficult to carry through any

rationalisation at the lower levels of government and it would not
be acceptable, unless the rationalisation is extended to the
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decision-making levels at the top.
Ministry of Finance,

For the same reason the

which would presumably be the prime mover

behind such rationalisation, nust be the first to declare surplus
posts in its own ranks.

As regards the senior civil posts in the

ministries, the number of posts of the level of Joint Secretary
and above, should be brought to the 1984 level within a period of
30 months from now.
It has already been mentioned above that while posts
may be declared surplus in most departments, there may be a few
departments where the number of required posts may actually
increase either as a consequence of the reforms or for other
reasons. Expansion of the present BICP to a full scale Tariff
Conrnission as a consequence of the trade policy reform is a case
in point.

The determination of such expansion requirements or

declaration of surplus cannot be left as a matter to be sorted out
between the concerned department and the department of expenditure
for obvious r e a s o n s . A t r a n s p a r e n t and institutionalised
machinery, distanced from the concerned departments and invested
with sufficient powers to implement its decisions has to be put in
place for this purpose.

It is proposed that this function be

performed by a coomittee headed by the Cabinet Secretary, a few
selected secretaries and possibly some external experts.

The

coranittee could perhaps be serviced by the Staff Inspection Unit
in the Department of Personnel which is best equipped to undertake
this task.

Surplus Officers Pool
The discussion of surplus declaration has so far been
confined to surplus posts.

A distinction has to be drawn between

surplus posts and surplus personnel.
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A question now arises about

the management of the personnel who become surplus when the number
of jobs In government is reduced.

It is quite possible that a

post may be declared surplus in one department but the incumbent
may be redeployed elsewhere where posts are to be expanded or
filled.

If such redeployment is largely applied to young

government servants with suitable retraining and m o d e m management
skills, this would also raise the average quality of government
personnel over time.Similarly a part of the posts declared surplus
would be set off against the 3 per cent to 4 per cent net annual
reduction in staff strength on account of retirement if there is
an effective ban on fresh recruitment.

But it is quite likely

that after all these adjustments there would still be more
personnel than there are posts. How is this surplus to be managed?
Retrenchment may be ruled out as a possible strategy.
Apart from being insensitive and unduly harsh on those who would
be retrenched after years of service, this policy is also not cost
effective since the bill of termination benefits on forced
retrenchment is likely to be very large.

A better alternative for

all concerned would be the creation of a Surplus Officers Pool.
Even now the performance of officers is reviewed at age 50 and
again 55, though nobody is generally declared surplus. Henceforth,
the evaluation at age 55 must be undertaken seriously and given
more teeth.
Except in the case of a few officers selected for
higher appointment, roost officers would join the Surplus Officers
Pool from age 55 until the time of normal retirement. Officers in
the pool would get their normal salary and other components of
"wage bill", until retirement and then the normal retirement
benefits. This would be less insensitive and less expensive than
forced retirement with or without a golden handshake.
However,
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employees in the pool should not be required to report for work
unless they are so assigned.

Of course, all such employees would

be free to retire in advance and claim the premature retirement
benefit.

The posts vacated by such premature retirement will

stand abolished.
Defence Expend U jire
T h e f o r e g o i n g d i s c u s s i o n o n c o m p r e s s i o n of
departmental expenditure has excluded from its purview the case of
defence expenditure.

For obvious reasons, defence nust be treated

as a special case.

While considering economies here, abundant

caution is necessary to ensure that national security is not
compromised.

On the other hand, it must be recognised that

visible defence expenditure is one of the largest single items of
Central Government expenditure and it now accounts for almost 16
per cent of total Central Government expenditure, having amounted
to about Rs 16,000 crore by 1990-91. This is clearly an enormous
burden for a poor country like India and there is no question that
every effort must be made to ensure cost effectiveness, i.e.,
minimise the cost required for a given level of security.

The

Committee for Defence Expenditure has gone into all aspects of
this question in great detail and there is little that can be
added to the reconroendations of the Coranittee here.

The Coranittee

has submitted its report to the government quite some time ago. It
is essential that the government take an early decision on the
reconroendations of that Coranittee and initiate necessary follow up
action with a due sense of urgency.
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A fWvVlnrHng H m a r t
The various measures for expenditure compression
outlined above, in the category of both transfer payments as well
as internal departmental expenditure, h a v e b e e n sug ges ted
specifically keeping in view their feasability in the imnediate
future.

It turns out these measures by themselves, even without

any allowance for compression of defence expenditure, could 'save'
between Rs 6,000 to Rs 8,000 crore in 1992-93, depending an the
rate at which budgetary support to PSUs is phased out.

This would

go a long way in enabling the Central Government to meet its
fiscal deficit target, while at the same time allowing more room
for reforms on the revenue side.

However, apart from such

economies in the short run, what is much more important about
these proposals is their potential for m o d e r a t i n g Central
Government e x p e n d i t u r e gr owt h in a m e d i u m to long term
perspective.
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fat !

hpee Trade leficit isaapUci
Setting for policy
lariables

Ccttimes to rise at 1990-91
rate (37 per cent per anna)
exchange rate depreciation
5 per cent per aura

Stabilises at
1990-91 level
exchange rate
stable

Declines at 20 per
cent per aanuB
exchange rate stable

1M1-I2
f -- 6.5

P -- 9.T9

P : 9.T9

P : 9.T9

P»: 10.00

Qr: 2.T8

Qr: 3.48

Qr: 3.86

P.: 15.00

H : 16.56

i : 16.62

I : 16.65

K : 105350

I : 106043

I : 106418

f = 6.5

P : 12.89

P : 12.89

P : 12.89

Pi : 15.00

Qr -■ 2.06

Qr: 2.T6

Qr: 3.14

p«: 20.00

B - 16.76

8 : 16.82

H : 16.86

I : 107719

I : 108412

I : 108787

P : 8.78

P : 9.26

P : 9.51

fir: 1.74

Qr: 2.57

Qr: 3.03

B : 13.05
I : 109403

I : 12.95

B : 13.01

I : 111519

I : 112683

5.0

P : 12.19

P : 12.67

P : 12.93

Pf- 15.00

Qr : 2.33

Qr: 3.17

Qr : 3.63

P.: 20.00

B -- 13.41

B : 13.32

8 : 13.39

I : 116207

I : 118382

I : 119579
P : 7.98
Qr : 5.66

1192-83
f = 5.0
Pi r 10.00
p.: 15.00

f

1993-94
f : 5.0

P : 7.22

Pi -- 10.00

Qr : 3.84

P : 7.70
Qr = 4.98

p.: 15.00

B : 12.69

B : 12.53

B : 12.65

I : 122436

I : 126753

I : 129222

f -- 5.0

P -- 10.91

Pf : 15.00

Qr : 6.42

P : 11.39
Qr -- 7.56

P : 11.67
Qr : 8.23

P« = 20.00

i : 13.40
I : 137887

1 = 13.27
I : 142541

B : 13.39
I : 145201

fblicr
f: fiscal Deficit to Off Eatio, Pf: Percentage Chame in Miinistered
Price of foodgraL-, alternatively set at 10 per cent and 15 per cent per annua.
Pi: Percentage Change in Adiicistered Price of Industrial Products, alten.:-tively set at 15 per
cent and 20 per c m per annul.
jq— dpit fartabH:P : Infh*'0* Kate, Qr: teal GDP Grorth late, II :P" ' Supply (Hi) firorth
late, I :level cMJeitral &' -~:.t Expenditure (&s crore).
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hpee Trade leficit lamtflm
Setting (or policy
variables

Coctiaues to rise it 1990-11
rate (ST per cent per ana)
exchange rate depreciation
5 per cent per amua

Stabilises at
1990-91 level
exchance rate
stable

tallies at 20 per
cent peraaana
exchangerate stable

JJBU2.
f = 7.0

p -- 9.T9

p : 9.79

P : 9.79

Pf : 10.00

Qr : 3.32

Pi*- 15.00

B

Qr- 4.40
B *- 16.T0

I : 108232

Qr -- 4.02
B : 16.66
| : 108943

f -- 7.0

P : 12.89

P : 12.89

P : 12.89

Pf- 15.00

Qr : 2.62

Qr: 3.70

Pt: 20.00

B -- 16.81

Qr: 3.32
1 : 16.87
I : 111373

16.60

I : 110662

I -- 109327

B : 16.90
I : 111757

19S2-93
f : 6.0

P : 9.15

f ; 9.63

P = 9.89

Pf: 10.00

Qr : 3.30

p.: 15.00

B : 13.19

Qr : 4.62
B '- 13.16

I : 117323

Qr : 4.14
1 : 13.08
| : 119578

f : 6.0

P : 12.57

f : 13.05

P : 13.31

Pf- 15.00

Qr : 3.93

Pi -- 20.M

B : 13.56

Qr : 4.77
B : 13.47
1 : 126879

Qr : 5.25
B : 13.53

I : 124573

I : 120820

1 : 128160

1983-94
f : 6.0

P : 7.58

P : 8.07

P : 8.35

Pf : 10.00

Qr = 5.65
B : 12.95

Qr : 7.49
B : 12.92

1 : 133982

Qr : 6.81
B : 12.80
| : 138666

f : 6.0

P : 11.28

P : 11.78

P : 12.05

Pf : 15.00

Qr : 8.28

Qr : 9.42

Pi: 20.00

B : 13.68

B : 13.56
| : 155744

Qr : 10.12
B : 13.68

Pi: 15.00

I : 150729

1 : 141344

I : 158658

MI ct Variables: f: fiscal Deficit to GDP Katio, Pf: Percentage Change in Ministered
Price of foodgrains, alternatively set at 10 per cent and 15 per cent per annua.
Pi: Percentage Change in idiinistered Price of Industrial Products, alternatively set at 15 per
cent and 20 per cent per anna.
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h u m

M

Settiai for policy
variables

m Tot

here SMitia; 8rt 1

ftvee M e
Continues to rise at 1990-11
rate (37 per oat per amm)
exchange rate depreciation
5 per cent per anna

DeficitIsaavtin
Stabilises at felines at 20 ter
1990-91 level cent per annua
exchange rate
rate stable
stable

iflUI
f : T.5

P : 9.T9

Pf : 10.00

fir:

3.88

fir :

4.58

fir :

4.96

P»: 15.00

1 :

16.65

8 :

16.T1

1 :

16.T5

| r

111186

I :

111918

I :

112312

P : 9.T9

P : 9.T9

f : T.5

P : 12.89

Pf : 15.00

fir :

3.18

fir :

3.89

fir:

4.27

P»: 20.00

H :

16.86

H :

16.92

B :

16.95

I :

113681

I :

114410

I :

114805

P : 12.89

P : 12.89

198213
f -- 6.5

P : 9.53

Pf : 10.00

fir'-

Fa =

15.00

P : 10.00

P : 10.27

4.28

fir :

5.13

fir:

5.60

8 : 13.30

H :

13.21

H :

13.27

1 :

124509

I :

125796

I :

1221T3

f : 6.5

P : 12.96

Pf : 15.00

fir :

4.93

P. : 20.00

B :

13.68

B :

I :

129682

P : 13.44
fir : 5.T7

P : 13.69
Qr :

6.19

13.59

B :

13.65

I :

132072

I :

133327

1993-94
f : 6.5

P ;

7.54

P :

8.02

P : 8.29

Pf : 10.00

fir :

6.35

fir :

7.52

fir :

Pt = 15.00

I :

13.09

8 : 12.95

| i

140345

I :

f : 6.5

P : 11.23

Pf : 15.00

fir :

9.00

fir :

Pt : 20.00

B :

13.85

B :

I :

157800

145236

P : 11.72
10.16

13.72
I : 163047

8.19

8 : 13.06
I :

148025

P : 12.01
fir :

10.82

B :

13.83

I :

165938

Fp)1ct TaHab1«: f: fiscal Deficit to OS’
Ratio, Pr Percentage Change in idiinistered
Price of Foodgrains, alternatively set at 10 per cut and 15 per cent per anna.
Pi: Percentage Change in Administered Price of Mistrial Products, alternatively set at 15 per
cent and 20 per cat per anna.

TABUS A.4
C e n tre 's Dftbt t o t h e t Rpssftrro Bank n f Tnrtla
and Tnterpat. Thamnm

(Rs. crore)
As at the End of
1989-90
1.

1990-91

1991-92
(BE)

Centre's indebtedness to
the RBI:
i. 91 days' Treasury Bills

25,184

ii. Special Securities
issued to RBI a. in Conversion of
Treasury Bills

36,000

b. Others

882

iii. 182 days' Treasury Bills

774
62.840

72.587

82.618

2. Interest paid to the RBI

3,406

3,976

3. Interest paid as % of debt
to RBI at the end of 1989-90

5.42%

4. Interest @ 1% on debt to RBI

726

826

2,680

3,150

TOTAL

5. Saving if interest is paid at
the assumed rate of 1% on
debt to RBI

Sources:

Item 1: Receipts Budget: 1991-92
Items 2 & 3: Expenditure Budget: 1991-92, Vol.2.
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m i 1.5
IbdMd fctiHi af

Ixpenditore
Groups

1989-90
(B)

hl» lra»dlb»» fiww

Variation in Per Cat 1991-92
1990-91 over variation (B)
1889-90
(Is crore) (Is crore) (Is crore)
(Is crore)
1990-91
(B)

Variation in Per cat
1991-92 over variation
1990-91
(Is crore)

n n 2:total nusnss td suns
2.1 Statitaiy Transfers to States
Grants nader Article 2T5(1) non-plan 1558
95
Grant in lieu of railwy
passenger fare tax
Grant for action plan on
ftopal Gas Traced;
.
Grants under Article 275(1) plan
States' share of snail savings loans 5900
Write-off of loans to States
Srite-off of loans to States
(erstahile OTs)

2252
150

694
55

25

25

992
S770
611
355

992
870
611
355

44.54
57.89

1964
150

-288
-

-12.79
-

24

-1

-4.00

14.75
-

1333
6865
-

*341
♦95
-611
-355

♦34.38
♦1.40
-

By

11155

m

iLfi

18336

d01

zLtt

HIM

11386

1181

HJI

12568

♦1183

♦10.39

i. loc-plan pants
757
ii. lon-plan loans
54
iii. Flan assistant to States 9394

453
570
10363

-304
516
969

-40.16
955.56
10.31

418
55
12095

-35
-515
♦1732

-17.73
-96.49
♦16.71

TOIL 2.1
2.2 Otter Transfers to States/Bis
a. State Govenuents

b. Union Territories (Pondicherry)

tt

12fi

23

34.74

IM

♦22

♦17.19

i. lon-plan assistance
ii. Plan assistance

35
60

62
66

27
6

TT.14
10.00

65
85

♦3
♦21

♦4.84
♦32.81

use

22i

20.58

21M

trn

♦15.28

5
788
781

3
942
953

-2
154
172

-40.00
19.54
22.02

6
1197
985

♦3
♦255
♦32

♦100.00
♦27.07
♦3.36

i m - i m 2.z (itiixi

11874

urn

TOIL 2 Transfers to States/Ws

11427

24567

c. Other Onion Territories
i. loc-plan assistance
ii. Plan assistance
iii. Other expenditure

m

5M

44

12.95

im

2LM

25242

m
m

♦11.14
♦2.75

TABJAS (CaU.)

Iipeoditure
Groups

Variation in Per Cent 1991-92
1990-91 oter variation (H)
1989-90
(Is crore) (Is crore) (Is crore)
(Is crore)

1989-90
(H)

1990-91
(Ii)

Variation in Per cent
1991-92 over variation
1990-91
(Is crore)

i m 3: TlSIHi SBSIDIIS-3.4-OIIII SBBSIDIIS:
a. lailnys
b. Subsidy oo handlooa and lilltade cloth
c. Interest subsidies 1. lational Textile Corporation
ii. Coal India
iii. Khadi i Tillage industries
i». D.T.C.
?. Others

234
167

276
198

222

Ha

212
68
34
334
294

230
58
34
0
57

18
-334
-237

2

-

-2

17

50

33

3

3

-

6

-

42
31

17.95
18.56

314
220

*38
♦22

♦13.79
♦11.11

-59.33

21£

J2

-16.62

8.49

210
58
34

-20

-8.70

-

-

-

-

14

-43

-75.44

42

♦42

-

194.12

45

-5

-10.0

-

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-80.61

-

-

d. PafKnt to STC:
i. to cover loses oo imports of
fatty acids for soap industry
ii. reiiburseKnt of losses for
eiport of ooMDdities
iii. subsidy for loss on iiport of
nessprint to aediui and saall
nesspapers
iv. Tradin* operation in respect
of suiar
e.

i. Subsidy to shipyards
22
ii. Subsidy to Stippini Corpora- 1C
tioL of India for uneconomic
shippinf lines

-6

-

26
13

5
3

21.T4
30.0C

14

10

♦22
♦1

♦76.57

-17
-2

-7.6S

16
8

♦9

ilieu.
i'it in
JI
-

if

-

f. Subsidy to Bharat Gold Hines
Subsidy to Bharat Aluiiniui Co.
h. Price support operations for

11
0

27
2

IE
♦2

24.54

1. Jute and cotton
ii. Potatoes, onions, etc.

12
4

7
8

-5
4

55.33

40

45

5

12.51'

15

-30

-66.67

50

35

-15

-30.0C

16

-17

-46.57

g.

i. Payment to States in lieu of
sales tai o..anation fuel
j. Others

TOTAL' ITB 3.4 Otkr Sfihsidies lill

im

M

-

-

-JL11

-

uu

-

-

-

-

M J 4.5 (Catd.)

IxpaditnR
Croups

1989-M
(H)

1990-91
(K)

Variation in Per Cat 1991-92
1990-91 over variation (U)
1989-90
(Is crore) (Is crore) (Is crore)
(Is crore)

Variation is Per cat
1991-92 over variation
1990-91
(Is crore)

imiBGRorarraTTDRk
a. lon-plan capital outlaj
b. lon-plan loans
c. Plan investment*

161
1131
J86

23
1067
M

-138
-64
Jill

-85.71
-5.66

26
632
6822

♦3
-435
:1ft

♦13.04
-40.77
-10.09

4955
3441

5118
2477

163
-964

3.29
-28.02

4583
2246

-535
-231

-10.45
-9.33

m

m

-19(13

-19.35

m

1396

T595

Coal
Poser
Surface transport
Bailnjs

1492
1954
407
1429

933
2194
270
1587

-559
240
-137
158

-37.47
12.28
-33.66
11.06

728
1735
292
1694

M L Gore Sector

U22

m

=2H

AM

Mtt

kt-Cort Sector

2111

2611

JCJ

-16.15

m

=221

415

Eereaoe

Capital

10272
4228

11012
4738

740
510

7.20
12.06

11139
5211

♦127
♦473

♦1.15
♦9.98

M L JS tl

liSOC

157S0

Li2

16350

m

♦3.81

Police
Pensions
Tai collection
Organs of State
Senice charge payable to Iff
Other fiscal services
Iiternal affairs
Other adunistrative and
aiscellaaeocs gaeral senices

1282
2054
522
472
291
276
312
712

1581
2167
582
364
205
326
651
873

295
113
60
-108
-86
50
339
161

23.32
5.50
11.49
-22.88
-29.55
18.12
108.65
22.61

1758
2298
660
516
409
345
364
882

♦177
♦131
♦78
♦152
♦204
♦19
-287
♦9

fiULUMi

3A21

m

m

I2J&

1222

m

i. equity
ii. loans
m - M

l

*feeak-9p of Flu Iirestaat ia Core
Sector
a.
b.
c.
d.

m

-13.79

029
-205
-459
♦22
♦107

-21.97
-20.92
♦8.15
♦6.74
-11.73

ITU 5: V D S DPBDITUKI

m

ITD fi:Gaeral Services
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
b.

46

♦11.20
♦6.05
♦13.40
♦41.76
♦99.51
♦5.83
-44.09
♦1.03
♦T.16

TUUi.5 (Coatd.)

Ixpenditure
Groups

1989-90
(II)

1990-91
(Kl)

Variation In Per Cent 1991-92
1990-91 over variation (U)
1989-90
(Es crore) (Is crore) (Is crore)
(Is crore)

Variation in Per cent
1991-92 over varlatlo
1990-91
(Is crore)

ITO 1: Social Services
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

m

Iducation, etc.
Health, faailj velfare, etc.
Hater supply, etc.
Infonation and broadcasting
Labour, etc.
Welfare of SC/ST
Social Klfare and nutrition
Others

1433
1081
511
517
287
339
319
346

1672
1279
638
480
316
324
364
245

TOTAL: ITO 7

im

ttlfi

kn-plan revenue expenditure
2966
Plan (excluding support to PSDs) 6512
lon-plan capital outlay
458
Postal deficit
182
Debt relief to farters
Other nor-plac loans
164
Grants/loans to foreign countries 55?

2641
6513
69;
151
iso:
216
146C

10839

13177

♦239
♦196
♦127
-37
♦29
-15
♦45
-101

16.68
18.32
24.85
-7.16
10.10
-4.42
14.11
-29.19

1885
1312
1094
650
414
418
478
268

♦213
♦33
♦456
♦170
♦98
♦94
♦114
♦23

IB.14

m

♦1281

-10.96

31.71
162.12

2618
7438
571
243
1500
232
1395

21.57

13222

♦12.74
♦2.58
♦71.47
♦35.42
♦31.01
♦29.01
♦31.32
♦9.39

g: Icoaoalc Serrices
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

-

TOTAL 1TB 8

-325
♦1
239
-32
♦150:
♦52
♦903

47

-

52.16
-17.5?
-

-23
♦925
-126
♦93
-

♦16
-65

m

-0.87
♦14.20
-18.08
♦62.00
-

♦7.41
4 45
♦£.22
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